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once the alfa reader 3 app has connected, the app will provide you with a serial number. this serial number should be used to make a purchase on the google play store or the apple app store. (if you have already paid for the app, the serial number is "restricted" for use with a one-time purchase.) you can
then download the alfa reader 3 app onto your device to connect to the vehicle. the device will be set to "off" when the app is not in use. a description of the soil is essential in any soil survey. this chapter provides standards and guidelines for describing the soil. it contains standard technical terms and their

definitions for most soil properties and features and provides information for describing the necessary related facts. for some soils, standard terms are not adequate and must be supplemented by a narrative. some soil properties change through time. many properties must be observed over time and
summarized if one is to fully understand the soil being described and its response to short-term environmental changes. examples are the length of time that cracks remain open, the patterns of soil temperature and moisture, and the variations in size, shape, and hardness of clods in the surface layer of

tilled soils. note:some wlan interfaces have built-in support for android (like obdlink mx+ wifi), the wlan connection to the other onesis only availablefrom theandroid deviceshaving the ad-hoc wi-fi support enabled. before purchasing a wlan interface for use with the android version of alfaobd please check if
it is possible to configure your particular android device for the ad-hoc wi-fi. typically itrequiresthat the deviceto berooted and the wi-fi driverreplaced with amodified one.
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